LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR THE HOST
(6 TOTAL – 4 EITHER GENDER, 1M, 1F)

Note: mask colors are just a suggestion, as they go with the character’s name, and when you have a variety of
colors– it will make your group photo look awesome.
Expansion Pack #1 Players

LOU
VIOLET
Magician

Optional character
Either

MAGICIAN’S
ASSISTANT
Assistant to Lou Violet
Optional character
Either

IZZY
MAROON

Lead Makeup Artist
Optional character
Either

MAKEUP
TEAM

Moon Shadow Playhouse
Optional character
Either

CASS
CHOCOLATE

Lead Production Assistant
Optional character
Either

PRODUCTION
ASSISTANT
Moon Shadow Playhouse
Optional character
Either
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Lou Violet is the paranoid magician. Lou performs weekly at
the Moon Shadow Playhouse and constantly dribbles about
conspiracy theory nonsense. Lou is a talented magician
with a great team of assistants. Lou has an amazing magic
show but is exhausting to be around personally.

Glitzy purple attire of any
kind or a black tuxedo with
a top hat. Purple
masquerade mask as a
prop. Optional to have a
magic wand and a bag of
tricks to perform for other
guests.

Lou Violet’s assistants are the best in the entertainment
business. An attractive bunch with great performing skills,
they often complain about how difficult it is to work for Lou.
There are rumors going around they are seeking
employment elsewhere.

Glitzy purple attire of any
kind or a black tuxedo with
a top hat. Purple
masquerade mask as a
prop. Optional to have a
magic wand and a bag of
tricks to perform for other
guests.

Izzy Maroon is the eccentric makeup artist at the Moon
Shadow Playhouse. Izzy’s also a weapon collector and loves
to discuss the items in the collection such as blast knuckles,
chain whips, grappling hooks, and throwing star necklaces.
It isn’t a mystery why the actors who sit in Izzy’s makeup
chair never voice a complaint.

Trendy maroon/burgundy
attire of any kind.
Maroon/burgundy trimmed
/ colored masquerade
mask as a prop. Optional
to have a makeup kit to do
‘touch ups’ on people at
the party.

The members of the Moon Shadow Playhouse makeup team
are obedient, hard-working professionals. Rumor has it
they’re scared to work for someone like Izzy Maroon.
However, Finn Burgundy doesn’t mind Izzy’s oddities, as the
makeup always gets done on time for the opening act and
nobody ever complains.

Trendy maroon/burgundy
attire of any kind.
Maroon/burgundy trimmed
/ colored masquerade
mask as a prop. Optional
to have a makeup kit to do
‘touch ups’ on people at
the party.

Cass Chocolate is an insomnia-driven workaholic. Cass
typically has dark circles under the eyes from a lack of sleep
but is mentally sharp as a tack. Cass and crew assist
everybody at the Moon Shadow Playhouse and ensure
everything runs smoothly during performances.

Brown attire of any kind.
Brown or brown trimmed
masquerade mask as a
prop. Dark circles drawn
under your eyes as an
optional effect for when / if
you remove your mask.

The production assistants who report to Cass Chocolate are
a boisterous bunch. Cass has a full plate, as this team
needs to be micromanaged. Cass can become quite
intolerant of ill-behavior on occasion – but for good reason.

Brown attire of any kind.
Brown or brown trimmed
masquerade mask as a
prop.

BRUNO
IVORY
Pop Star

Optional character
Male

ENTOURAGE
Bruno Ivory’s Entourage
Optional character
Either

MARIA
LIME
Mobster

Optional character
Female

MOBSTER
Silver Dollar Mob

Optional character
Either

JOHN/JANE
DOE
Unknown

Optional character
Either
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Bruno Ivory is the wacky pop star who catapulted to fame
this year with his uber-hit single – Eatin’ Grenades. Bruno is
famous for peculiarities, such as keeping insects in jars as
pets. His entourage must always sneak behind him and set
his insect army free each day.

Trendy yet conservative
white/ivory attire of any
kind. White/ivory colored
masquerade mask as a
prop. Toy insects in jars
as optional props.

Bruno Ivory’s entourage is a group of serious professionals.
Bruno has risen to fame in such a short amount of time; his
entourage has had a difficult time keeping up with the
demands of the pop star – and his increasing needs for
security.

Trendy yet conservative
white/ivory attire of any
kind or a black suit.
White/ivory colored
masquerade mask as a
prop. Optional to have a
toy gun and ear pieces.

Maria Lime is a notorious gangster from the Silver Dollar
Mob. She is trying to remain undercover, as there may be
federal agents lurking about in Bloodworth Falls, and she is
a wanted felon. She often makes up stories about what she
does for a living if she senses she’s around law
enforcement.

Black suit with a green
colored or trimmed
masquerade mask. A
fedora and toy gun as an
optional prop.

The mobsters of the Silver Dollar Mob from Anonville are an
infamous group of criminals. They all report to Silver Dollar
Sonny - a legendary crime boss wanted by the FBI. Sonny
crept underground many years ago. The rumor mill reports
the feds are actively searching for him and his mobsters.

Black suit with a green
colored or trimmed
masquerade mask. A
fedora and toy gun as an
optional prop.

Nobody knows who this person is at the masquerade ball.
Everybody agrees this person is certainly up to no good.

Solid color full face mask
of any style and a hoodie
to hide your hair. Try to
appear androgynous by
covering your hair and
wearing baggy clothing.

